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BY AUTHOR Marjorie J McDonald 

 I grew up on a sheep ranch in Montana, which is a state in the northwestern part of the US.  We 

lived about 100 miles from the Canadian border and from the North Dakota state line.  

 I am familiar with sheep, their behavior, their wonderful wool and  have an appreciation for all of 

the work it takes to care for them and have the  various things made from their wool. Our focus 

growing up was to shear, get the wool in bags and ready to ship to the person who had 

purchased the wool.  We didn’t get into the using or making anything with the wool. 

 Years later I learned to dye but was not too hot at spinning and was more focused on creating 

beautiful  sweaters, jackets and coats. It is my pleasure to introduce you to people who are 

involved at every level of the process and are offering my readers insight as well as end products 

if they choose to purchase from them.  

 Many people feel like they have an allergy to wool and this often comes from the way the wool 

was processed and not from the fiber itself. Wool contains lanolin and that can be an irritant to 

some people. Alpaca fiber has no lanolin and many people who were not able to wear wool can 

wear the alpaca fiber. 

 Alpaca is warm enough for fall and winter, but its fine gauge and weightlessness make for an 

easy transition to spring and summer pieces. 

Personal Photo 



 

Sheep and Alpaca Shearing Differences 

 

BY AUTHOR Marjorie J McDonald 

  My  personal photo of the sheep shows  they have recently been sheared which is referred to as 

shorn. My dad always waited until after lambing to shear because often unexpected storms and 

cold  came later in the spring. He felt it was better to give the sheep a chance to survive any late 

cold  blast (remember I grew up in Montana close to the Canadian border so winters could get 

quite cold.) Many in our area lost sheep that had been shorn early and we got another snow. 

  We had a shearing crew come each year to do the shearing and it was so much fun to watch as 

a child. A lot of work though so everyone had to be on their toes on that day. Many of the 

neighbors had sheep so we would go to help them and on our day they would come to help us.  

 Max was the head of the crew and he could shear a sheep in less than 5 minutes. He was 

amazing to watch. One year my mom convinced Max to let her take a movie of him doing the 

shearing. On cold winters days when it was too cold to play outside, mom would set up the movie 

projector and we would watch Max shear and then reverse the film so he looked like he was 

putting the wool back on the sheep, which we thought was really funny. I have really  great 

memories of Max. 

  Most of the farmers  lay their  alpacas down for the shearing process.  Here is a great video 

showing the shearing process and sorting the fleece and colors  http://youtu.be/vErJ-DNDTgU 

Here is another showing shearing and fiber processing http://youtu.be/vA-4M-xIGEs  

 

Alex Erde 
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 In the 17th century, Spanish conquistadors killed a large part of both the 

Incan and alpaca populations, forcing the retreating survivors to seek refuge 

in the high mountain plains known as the Altiplano. The high altitude and 

harsh landscape ensured only the hardiest of these creatures survived, and 

these ancestors of today's best bloodlines have provided a gene pool 

producing hardy, agile animals with dense, high quality fiber. In 1984, a small 

group of importers brought the first of a carefully selected herd of highest 

quality alpacas into the United States and Canada, and they immediately 

became a beloved part of the North American landscape. 

 Peru, Bolivia, and Chile are still home to the largest percentage of alpacas in 

the world, and alpaca breeders in the United States have learned much from 

their southern neighbors. 

 

Referred to as "The 
Fiber of the Gods" 

 Alpacas have soft padded feet, making them gentle on their pastures, and they 

have no top teeth in the front. The average height of an alpaca is 36" and they 

weigh from 100 to 175 pounds. Alpacas are small and gentle enough to travel 

short distances in the family minivan and are easily handled by most people. 

 Alpacas have a life span of 15 to 20 years, so you can enjoy your alpaca for a 

long time. Not only do they have a long reproductive life, they will provide fleece 

for their lifetime. 

 An alpaca's gestation period is 11 to 12 months, and they have single births 

(twins are extremely rare). A baby alpaca, called a cria, usually weighs between 

15 and 20 pounds. 

 Alpaca fiber comes in 22 colors that are recognized by the textile industry, and 

there are many blends in addition to that. Alpacas are shorn for their wonderful 

fleece each year, which will produce 5 to 10 pounds of soft, warm fiber that is 

turned into the most luxurious garments in the world. 

 The highly prized fleece of the alpaca has inspired many to start in-home 

"cottage industries" which involve shearing the alpacas and spinning the fiber of 

their own animals into yarn that can be made into high quality apparel or sold to 

others. Let’s meet some of these alpaca farmers. 

 

Alpacas are a member of the Camelid family, which 

also includes dromedary and Bactrian camels, 

llamas, vicunas, and guanacos. They are a 

modified ruminant and chew their cud similar to a 

cow, although they have three stomachs while the 

cow has four. Alpacas selectively graze, eating 

pasture grasses and hay, a fact that makes feeding 

alpacas relatively inexpensive to do. A daily mineral 

supplement rounds out their diet.  

Alpaca Facts 
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Dream Catcher Alpacas 
SO YOU THINK YOU KNOW ABOUT ALPACAS 

BY AUTHOR Norma Wheeler 

 And we thought our Cheviot sheep were nice.  Man, we didn’t know… 

 

  We saw these crazy looking long necked animals on our way to a horse 

driving event my husband organizes.  I’d never seen one before but the first 

time I saw them I knew I had to have some.  I talked my husband into going 

back to the farm where I saw them, we walked around among them and I fell in 

love.  I think you know the “Rest of The Story” as Paul Harvey would put it. 

 What a wonderful, grand experience we have had with our little herd of 

beautiful Alpacas.  Oh, it hasn’t always been easy…it took me a year to 

convince my husband that we needed to invest in these beautiful animals, but 

the joy and beauty they have brought to our lives is just indescribable. 



 I was a city girl, never spent a moment of time on a farm or even knew 

anything about the farm life.  The biggest animal I had was a yellow Lab.  

After marrying my husband we moved a few years into our marriage to a 

small acreage.  My husband introduced me to the farm.  We started out with 

horses and, gosh, I was hooked. 

   When we moved a few years later to a larger acreage we inherited four 

sheep left behind by the previous owners.  My passion has always been 

knitting, I loved yarn and fiber.  Getting sheep and having a ready source of 

wool just heightened my desire.  I did everything with wool, getting it 

processed into yarn and roving, getting comforters made for the bed…You 

name it and I tried it.   

  We moved up to Cheviot sheep that we purchased from one of our old 

neighbors. I loved those sheep.  I was being totally drawn in!  I took spinning 

classes and expanded my knitting adventures.  I knit every day, sometimes 

only 20 minutes here and there but I knit.  I thought I had it made 

 

But then I saw the Alpacas.  

 

 There is just something about Alpacas, their soft eyes, a face that looks like 

they are always smiling, the way they communicate with each other and the 

softness of their fleece that draws everyone in.  It is impossible to have a 

bad day when you’re surrounded by these remarkable animals. 

 

   

 
 
 
 

Larry & Norma 

Wheeler 

Oxford MI 48371 

dreamcatcheralpacas 

.com 

Four Boys 

http://dreamcatcheralpacas.com 
 

http://dreamcatcheralpacas.com/


We’re now into our 8th year with our small Alpaca herd.  We show our animals in 

the spring.  The show season is capped off with our shearing day.  It is a hectic, 

fast paced day.  We have a lot of farm visitors that volunteer to help on shearing 

day.  My husband always tells them they are welcome but shearing day is not a 

spectator sport. If you come, you will be working.  We’ve never had anyone 

leave shearing day disappointed.  For many this is their first chance to really get 

the feel of handling animals. 

 Four years ago I started a small farm store by taking over the tack room in the 

barn and expanding out into the aisle way.  After spending one season in the 

cold in the barn we constructed a beautiful farm store.  I have all of  my prime 

fleece processed into roving and yarn and the seconds and thirds are processed 

into roving for weaving rugs.  This adventure has introduced me to a lot of very 

creative, talented individuals who knit garments or do weaving projects that I sell 

in my store.  I also have ancillary products such as handmade soap, beautiful 

nature photography cards plus a selection of quality commercially produced 

sweaters, hats, gloves and socks that come directly from Peru. 

  It seems that fiber and knitting has been my life’s dream.  It has been a 

wandering path at times but getting to know Alpacas and their beautiful fleece 

has made my dream come true. 

  

Enrich yourself…get to know an Alpaca!  Come catch a dream. 

. 

http://dreamcatcheralpacas.com 

http://dreamcatcheralpacas.com/


Dream Catcher Alpacas 
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Will it come over to us? 

I’ll take you for a walk 

Larry & Norma 

Wheeler 

Oxford MI 48371 

dreamcatcheralpacas.com 

There is just something about Alpacas, their soft eyes, a face that 

looks like they are always smiling, the way they communicate with 

each other and the softness of their fleece that draws everyone in. 

It is impossible to have a bad day when you’re surrounded by these 

remarkable animals 
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Be sure they have a 

companion 

Momma and baby 

Larry & Norma 

Wheeler 

5497 Hummer Lake Road 

Oxford MI 48371 

(248)561-7415 

 Larry and Norma have been alpaca owners and breeders since 2005. 

 Alpacas are very social animals.  An alpaca needs to have a least one 
companion. Because they have a herd mentality 5-6 per acre is ideal.  



Firefly Alpacas 

Firefly Alpacas is a small alpaca farm located in Madisonville, TX.  We have 

a small herd of alpacas.  Every spring a man comes and shears the 

alpacas for us.  We then clean, wash, dye and hand spin the fiber into 

beautiful yarn.  (Yes, I do all this in my home, by hand.)  We sell raw fiber, 

batts, spun yarn, and finished items.  Our finished items have all been 

made by hand, each one is an original work of art. This is truly America 

made! Alpaca is  extremely soft. It has been claimed to be softer than 

cashmere. And up to 3 times warmer than wool. It is also water resistant, 

and flame retardant! 

 

Visit Julie Knight at FireflyAlpacas.com and find out her story. Then visit her 

Etsy store 

Here is a great example of a dyed batt from Julie’s Etsy store. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To shop for Julie’s products, please click the link and then share it with your 
friends. http://www.etsy.com/shop/FireflyAlpacas 
 
 

ne of the biggest challenges of alpaca owners is the question of 

how to take the raw fiber and turn it into a marketable product. 

While the rich hues of the natural fiber are beautiful, interest can 

be created by dying some of the fiber to brilliant colors. Dying 

helps bring to life the ideas present in every skein of yarn. There 

are many different dying products and techniques available 

today, but we here at Firefly Alpacas, love the fun, the safety 

and the creativity that is offered through Kool-Aid. 

O 

 

Julie Knight 

Madisonville, TX 

fireflyalpacas.com 

Teal and Peach Alpaca Batt   
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Dyeing Alpaca  
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Natural colored fiber 

Using Kool-Aid 

 

Julie Knight 

Madisonville, TX 

fireflyalpacas.com 

 Fill a large pot ½ full with warm water. Pick out 1-5 packets your favorite, 

Kool-Aid color or colors. (Make sure there is no sugar or artificial 

sweetener, just Kool-Aid.) 1 packet will give a lighter color. I like 5 packets 

as I usually use larger amounts of fiber and want deep colors. 

 Adding the Kool-Aid to the pot now will give the fiber a more uniform 

effect. (It is a good idea to wear rubber gloves, but my kids and I have lots 

of fun without them!) 

  It is best to start with clean, light colored fiber (but sometimes, 

admittedly, I just use raw fiber). 

  Soak a huge handful (or two) of your fiber in warm water. You can 

use yarn in place of fiber. (Please don't tell my husband I do this in 

my kitchen sink! He thinks I clog the drains this way 



Dyeing Alpaca continued 
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Use small sections of 

damp fiber. 

Avoid  felting 

 

Julie Knight 

Madisonville, TX 

fireflyalpacas.com 

 Use a plastic or wooden spoon to gently push your fiber down. You 

want it all wet, but you don’t want to agitate the fiber or it could felt. Please 

note: too much agitation or extreme temperature changes may cause your 

fiber to felt. 

 Cover the pot. Bring just to a boil. Turn the heat off. Let it sit for up to 1 

hour with the lid on. 

Gently place small sections of your damp fiber into the pot. (Be 

extra careful of splashing, as it will stain your counter.) 

 Adding the Kool-Aid now gives the fiber a more marbled effect, 

especially if you are using different colors. 



Dyeing Alpaca continued 

Picture 
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Be cautious  of the heat. 

Drain excess water. 

 

Julie Knight 

Madisonville, TX 

fireflyalpacas.com 

Drain excess water out of your fiber. Usually I use a colander. 

 Pour the contents into your colander. Be cautious it is still hot! The dye 

water should be clear. Gently rinse the fiber with hot water. 



Dyeing Alpaca continued 
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Adjust drying time to  your 

area temperature. 

Ready to Knit 

 

Julie Knight 

Madisonville, TX 

fireflyalpacas.com 

This collection of yarn consists of 3 ounces of blue alpaca yarn and .3 ounces 
of blended blue alpaca and purple wool yarn. It has been processed in my 
smoke free home. 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/FireflyAlpacas 

Carefully fluff the hot fiber as you place it on a drying rack. Fluff 

and turn it occasionally to help it dry faster. (This takes 1-2 hours 

in our Texas heat.) Everyone will want to smell your fiber when you tell them 

how you dyed it with Kool-Aid. 

Blue Surprise Yarn  

http://www.etsy.com/shop/FireflyAlpacas
http://www.etsy.com/shop/FireflyAlpacas
http://www.etsy.com/shop/FireflyAlpacas
http://www.etsy.com/shop/FireflyAlpacas
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Sundown Alpaca Ranch 
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Sundown Alpaca Ranch 

Alpaca Facts 
BY AUTHOR Liz Fagel 

 Sundown Alpaca Ranch is owned and operated by Gary and Elizabeth Fagel 

of Ocqueoc MI. The ranch currently has over 24 head of alpaca!  

 

Alpaca Facts 

 FIBER 

 

How many ounces of fiber will one alpaca produce? 

An adult alpaca might produce 50 to 90 oz. of first-quality fiber as well as 

50 to 100 oz. of second and third quality fiber. Some alpacas already 

achieve, or exceed, these levels. 

 



Who buys the fiber? 

 

Alpaca fiber is sold several ways. Hand-spinners and fiber artists buy 

raw fleece. Knitters often purchase alpaca yarn. Fiber Cooperatives 

Mills collect alpaca fiber and process it on behalf of the producer. 

 

 What is an ounce of fiber worth? 

 

This varies. In its raw state, an ounce of alpaca varies from $2.00-$5.00. 

Each stage of the process (cleaning, carding, spinning, knitting, 

finishing, etc) adds more valuable to the fiber. As a finished garment, it 

can sell for $10.00 per oz. Hand knit goods are more desirable and have 

sold for $1,000.00, in some cases. 

 

Physical Characteristics 

 

Two kinds of Alpacas: Huacaya (pronounced wah-KI-ya) and Suri 

(pronounced surrey) 

Huacaya fiber is short, dense, crimpy and gives a woolly appearance 

Suri fiber is silky and resembles pencil-like locks 

Short and low set tail 

Have soft padded feet with two toes 

Do not have horns, hooves or claws, incisors, or upper teeth 

Eat grass and chew cud 

Adult alpacas generally weigh between 150 and 200 lbs. 

Average height is 36 inches at the withers 

Have three stomachs 

Adaptable to any climate 

 

History 

 

Members of the Camelid family (Vicuna, Guanco, Llama and Alpaca) 

Native to Andean Mountain range of South America Primarily found in 

Peru, Bolivia, and Chile Provided clothing and transportation to the 

Incas First imported in the United States in 1984 Domesticated for over 

5,000 years 

Current figures note about 100,000 registered alpacas in North America 

 

Reproduction 

 

Average lifespan of an alpaca is about 20 years 

Gestation is 11.5 months. 

Female alpaca normally gives birth, without assistance, in the daylight 

hours 

Baby alpacas are called crias 

Have single births. Twins are extremely rare. Most recent figures note 1 

in 2000 is a twin 

Elizabeth and Gary Fagel 

Ocqueoc MI   

sundownalpacaranch.com 



Behavior 

 

Alert, intelligent, curious, and predictable 

Social animals that seek companionship 

Communicate by softly humming 

Also communicate with neck posturing, ear and tail positioning and head 

tilt 

Deposit their odorless bean-like pellets in concentrated areas 

Colors 

 

Maintenance/Care 

 

Sheared without harm every 12 to 18 months 

Require minimal fencing. They can be pastured at 5-10 per acre 

Virtually disease-resistant animals 

Require annual vaccinations with tetanus and other locally appropriate 

vaccines 

Need routine parasite control 

Need occasional nail and/or teeth trimming 

 

End Products 

 

Main end-product is fiber 

In ancient times, alpaca fiber was known as the "Fiber of Gods" 

Soft as cashmere and lighter and warmer than wool 

Hypo-allergenic and contains no lanolin 

 

Comes in 22 natural colors 

 

 

 

Elizabeth and Gary Fagel 

Ocqueoc MI   

sundownalpacaranch.com 
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Mitered knit jacket 

Nuno Felted  Alpaca & 

silk scarf 

Elizabeth and Gary Fagel 

Ocqueoc MI   

sundownalpacaranch.com 

Nuno felted alpaca & silk scarf. 

All handspun, also dyed alpaca yarn. There are some acrylic yarns 

used. Hand knitted using miter squares. 



Sundown Alpaca Ranch 
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Wet felted hat 

Wet felted clutch 

Elizabeth and Gary Fagel 

Ocqueoc MI   

sundownalpacaranch.com 

Hand knitted alpaca sweater, knitted infinity scarf, wet felted hat & 

woven clutch. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Mauris laoreet odio 

augue. Sed a arcu lectus. Mauris a neque lorem, ut  



Twisted Fence Ranch 

 In their farm store, they not only carry fibers from their alpacas and llamas, 

but wool from neighboring sheep and angora goat farms.  They also keep 

some merino, bamboo, silk, and tencel for making custom blended rovings 

and batts for you! Check out their yarns (both mill-spun and hand-spun), 

drop spindles and wonderful Luna Bug soaps at the farm or on Etsy. 

http://www.etsy.com/shop/TwistedFenceRanch?ref=em  

 Twisted Fence Ranch is a small ranch on almost three acres in a Columbia 

County neighborhood in Georgia. They offer an educational, interactive 

Ranch Tour for a per person fee. Please schedule on Sun-Tues or Thur-Fri.  

 Their Ranch Visit (Farm Tour) consists of three parts:  

First, we will introduce you to our alpacas, llamas and chickens.  You will 

learn how these animals live together, each having an important job on the 

Ranch.  You will be able to feed them some treats, if you like, and they will 

have at least one alpaca on a halter and so you can feel their wonderful 

fiber and enjoy their sweet “paca kisses”. 

 Next they will show you how fiber is processed, mostly by hand.  They will 

take you from shearing to washing to picking.  Next we will card the fiber, 

with help from you! Then on to demonstrations of spinning and weaving, 

with examples of wet-felt, needle felt and nuno-felt.  They will also show 

you many different types of fiber so that you can see and feel the 

difference, whether it be common wools, alpaca and angora, to some really 

weird and unusual fibers!  

 The last, but certainly not least on the list, is the hands-on craft that is age 

and audience appropriate.  They will guide you on how to dye a very small 

skein of yarn, or perhaps you will nuno-felt a small square.  Sometimes 

they decide instead to weave a coaster on one of their small box looms.  

When complete, you will have a wonderful keepsake to take home as a 

token reminder of your visit to Twisted Fence Ranch. 

 They can accommodate from 1 to 50, please email so they can set the 

date.  Prices are $10 per person, with a small discount for 7 and over.  

Twisted Fence Ranch strives to let everyone feel 
warm and fuzzy. You know that feeling, don't you? 
All snuggled up with your favorite blanket on the 
couch. Or sharing a cup of coffee with a close 
friend, comparing knitting projects, hugging the 
neck of your favorite alpaca. Warm Fuzzies 

Judy Maxwell 

TWISTED FENCE 

RANCH 

Grovetown, Georgia 

fuzzy@twistedfence.com 

www.twistedfence.com 



Marcel and Corine have opened their shop! 
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Offering beautiful yarns 

Ready for the cold 

weather. 

Marcel and Corine                      

www.bloemendalwol.nl 

Beautiful display of items you can make or take a class and learn how 

to do yourself.  All alpaca yarn is on sale through December 31. Visit 

the website for details and if you are anywhere close plan to stop by 

and introduce yourself. I’m ready for a field trip! 

Showroom at the Atelier. When you visit you can have a cup of tea and 

chat about knitting. The website is in Dutch but you can translate to 

your language. 



BONUS: Fiber Facts 

Micron Count and Fiber Length 

Fiber Facts 

Micron Count and Fiber Length 

BY AUTHOR NAME Marjorie J McDonald 

 Alpaca fleece is a “protein fiber”. This doesn’t mean knitting with it will make 

you stronger, it merely indicates that the fiber comes from an animal- namely, 

the alpaca. Alpaca fiber is strong, warm, and comfortable. Each fiber is hollow 

which makes it incredibly lightweight. Even the most delicate alpaca garments 

are warm for this reason. Perhaps alpaca’s greatest feature is that it can be 

worn next to the skin comfortably. The explanation for this is the behavior of 

the scales on the exterior of the fiber itself. They all lie flat in the same 

direction, making for a smooth surface. Less expensive than cashmere and 

with the strength of mohair, alpaca is highly desirable and functional. As with 

most natural fibers, alpaca needs to be handled with care when it comes to 

water exposure. Be sure to read and heed the washing instructions on your 

yarn or sweater. 

  While there are 2 breeds of alpaca, Huacaya and Suri, the former makes up a 

whopping 95% of the population. Differences between the two are numerous 

and as you may have guessed from the percentages, the Suri is harder to 

come by. Suri qualities include fleece that grows downward like human hair in 

wavy or curly locks with a silky texture. Huacaya fleece is coarser and grows 

straight outwards, at a right angle to the skin of the alpaca. 

 

  



 

YES SURI, BABY, YOU’RE SUPERFINE! 

 

 When alpaca fiber is processed, it is evaluated and sorted into one of several 

categories based on its micron count (in layman’s terms: the softness 

quotient). Micron count is a technical measurement determined by studying a 

sample of alpaca fleece and calculating the average diameter of the shaft of 

each fiber. Baby alpaca might have a micron count in the high teens whereas 

superfine alpaca would fall in the mid-twenties. The lower the number, the 

finer the fiber. 

 *Please note that baby alpaca is a classification group, meaning it 

doesn’t always come from young alpacas. It merely refers to any fibers from 

an alpaca’s fleece that fall within said micron count. While fibers become 

coarser as an alpaca ages, it is possible for older alpacas to continue to 

produce fibers that fall in the baby alpaca micron count range. 

 

 

“Fiber tips” 

alpaca yarn slide past each other instead of clinging and gravity can take its toll 

on the fabric. Gravity, as we know, can sometimes cause an undesirable 

elongating effect. So make those 100% alpaca projects light and airy, or use a 

blend for greater resilience and elasticity. Speaking of which, all blends happen 

for a reason. There are ways to make alpaca yarn work for every project and 

that is by blending it with complimentary fibers. Blended yarns are not created 

arbitrarily. Wool, for instance, is a highly crimped fiber and therefore offers some 

elasticity. Since alpaca fibers contain only shallow waves, mixing in some wool 

makes an otherwise unyielding yarn a little more forgiving. 

 Experiment with your patterns until you have a feel for the yarn and how you 

work with it. Each person and each machine will handle the yarn is a slightly 

different way so plan to play a bit until you have your machine, you and the yarn 

working together.  

 

 

Knitted garments made of alpaca have some 

interesting properties. You should know that alpaca 

yarn is pretty stubborn when it comes to elasticity. 

It’s not that it won’t give, it actually has a tendency 

to be too generous. If you knit dense stitches and 

patterns or hang heavy embellishments on it, it will 

become distorted with no hopes of regaining its 

youthful figure. This is due to the aforementioned 

smoothness of the  fibers. Since the scales lie flat in 

the same direction, the plies or strands of an  



 

Alpaca Shapes to Try 

 

BY Designer Marjorie J McDonald 

Knit your swatch and insert  your numbers   



Natural Alpaca 

Fun Facts 
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Alpaca  in natural 

colors 

Natural Alpaca 

Fun Facts 
BY AUTHOR Marjorie J McDonald 

 The fiber comes in more than 52 natural colors as classified in Peru, 12 as 

classified in Australia and 16 as classified in the United States You will see the 

number commonly offered on yarn sites as 22 different colors. These are 

natural undyed alpaca yarns and with the dyed versions also available you can 

get just about any color that you would like to use. 

 

Fun Facts about Alpaca Fiber 

 

•  Does not contain lanolin 

•  Is flame resistant 

•  Does not repel water 

•  Variety of softness to select from 

•  Has a tendency to grow and stretch lengthwise  

•  Blends well with other fibers 

 



 

 This chart shows the approximate  number of alpacas on  the ARI Alpaca 

Registry in the different colors.  It gives you an idea of the color names and  how 

many varieties there are  in the US.  

 

 I hope you will consider trying this yarn if you haven’t already started to use it to 

knit by hand or by machine.  

 

A great resource for How to Convert Yarn and Sizes Internationally  so you can 

substitute alpaca yarn into the pattern you want to use is HERE 

 

BY AUTHOR Marjorie J McDonald 

Machine knitting is one of the most rewarding 

areas of knitwear design. 

http://knittingtofit.com 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00AOXPE2M
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Alpaca Hits and Misses 

Proportion Facts 
BY AUTHOR Marjorie J McDonald 

HIT 

The sweater on the left has every detail in the correct position so you can 

enjoy the sweater yet see the person who is wearing it. My only suggestion 

might be to use a button closer in color to the sweater so that detail is less of a 

feature on the finished sweater.   

 

MISS 

The sweater on the right has a number of things not working for it. The sleeves 

are too long (made more noticeable by the sleeve detail at the bottom of the 

sleeve) It is not large enough around for the hip so does not close. Now for the 

proportion issues, the neck should button higher  and the body length should 

be longer. Drop shoulders are fine, but this sweater would look better with the 

sleeve lifted to a set in shape. 

 

Find out your own proportion details: http://bodygramfashiontool.com   
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